The Cultivate Scheme of Think-tank International
Graduate Program for ‘One Belt One Road’ Police

I. Training Goal
1. Aiming to solve the rising problems during the construction of „One
Belt One Road‟ (hereinafter referred to as B&R), such as the lack of
front information, distortion etc., the School of Management and
Economy plans to combine the construction of B&R Think-tank with
innovative overseas students training plan, and takes advantage of the
abundant source of overseas students from surrounding counties of
B&R, meanwhile, applies overseas students teaching and research
project to their own countries conditions in different aspects, like the
economy, culture, custom, cultivate multi-disciplinary, cross-cultural
and international Think-tank talents.
2. The master who participates in the training project will gain following
capacities: the construction and development of Chinese B&R, the
basic theory in management consulting and policy decisions,
systematic specialized knowledge, the basic skills of modern
Think-tank talents, the ability in proceeding science research or
undertaking policy advisory work independently. Rigorous style in
research, decent spirit in team work and strong ability in
communication to achieve the goal of “having a knowledge of China”,

“making friends with China ” and “cooperating with China”.
3. Aiming at cultivating high level consulting and Think-tank for
surrounding countries of „B&R‟, and to make them become the
intelligent connection of the friendship between China and
surrounding counties of „B&R‟ and build the intelligent network of
„B&R‟. And eventually make the co-construction and together
development of China and surrounding counties of „B&R‟.
II. Years of Cultivation
According to the regulations of Harbin Institute of Technology, for the
graduate students, the fixed number of years of cultivation is 2 years. In
principle, it takes 1.25 years to complete the study of the courses and 0.75
year to complete the master thesis.
III. Patterns of Cultivation
„B&R‟ think-tank international master's training plan practices the
combination of graduate class and the tutor system, taught and composed
thesis in English. The Graduate concentrates on learning the courses
about management consult and policy about the cultivation of the
think-tank talents. The tutors draw up the training plan which aims at the
things about the construction of „B&R‟ think-tank for every graduate in
accordance to the requirement of the plan of training and the principle of
teaching students in accordance of their aptitude. In

the

process

of

training, student should focus on the combination of the theory and

practices, and combine with the construction opportunity of surrounding
counties, especially, and cross-cultural exchanges and communications.
We need to pay equal attention to course learning and scientific research,
and encourage the study of the thesis based on the development planning
and policy implementation, it is allowed to arrange overseas students
come back to their countries to do some relevant survey.
IV. Performance Assessment
There are two methods of graduate students‟ performance assessment:
For degree course, students must attend the final exam, the grades is
accordance to the percentage of performance evaluation. Written and
spoken examinations are both allowed; the written exams must be in
formal test paper and spoken examination must be in detailed record.
Grades are supposed to given by rules with reasonable distribution in the
levels. In principle, the percentage of excellence is no more than 25%, the
percentage of medium, pass and failing is no more than 25%.
Optional courses usually adapt in written exams, spoken exams, or
research or report. The grades are given by centesimal system or second
levels system. The second levels system will pass or fail.
V. Academic Thesis and Relevant Recommendation
1. Fundamental purpose and basic requirements for academic thesis
The fundamental purpose of work in academic thesis is to train
graduate‟s capacities of thinking independently, innovation, science

research abilities and undertaking work in expertise to improve the
integrated business during science research or engineering training
compressively. Thesis work stage thesis proposal, mid-term examination
and master thesis defense are necessary parts of the training process,
master tutor must give guarantees. Papers should be completed
postgraduate work independently under the guidance of supervisor.
2. Selection of Thesis Topic
Thesis topics should generally be combined with the discipline of
research and research projects; we also encourage orientation and the
actual implementation of the strategy and the current construction, and
selecting topics of theoretical significance or practical meanings. During
the determination of content and workload, we recommend you consider
international think-tank culture graduate features of "B&R." Generally,
Thesis topics should have been fixed before the end of the second
semester.
3.Thesis Proposal
Thesis proposal should generally be completed within three weeks
after the beginning fall semester in the second year. Thesis proposal's
main contents are: the subject source and the purpose and significance of
research; research and development analysis in this direction at home and
abroad; the main contents of the paper and research programs; and the
progress of research work has been completed and the future

arrangements ; current achievements and the required conditions and
funding to complete the task; expected difficulties and problems that may
encounter during the study as well as measures to solve; the main
reference. For specific requirements please refer to The Requirements for
Graduate Thesis Proposal.
4. Mid-term Inspection
Mid-term inspection should normally be completed within three weeks
after the beginning of the spring semester of the second year. The main
content of the medium-term inspection: the process of the paper work
as the thesis proposal arrangement, the progress of the predetermined
content, the completed state of the content and results, problems currently
exist or expect to arise in future, possibility of thesis completed on time.
Specific medium-term inspection of the thesis work requirements refer to
The Requirements about the Graduate Thesis Mid-term Proposal.
5. Thesis Writing
Graduate's thesis is a comprehensive summary of graduate students‟
scientific work to describe the results of their research, reflecting their
level of important academic research abilities. Students are awarded a
graduate's degree by taking their thesis as fundamental basis. Thesis
writing is one of the basic training of graduate students‟ cultivation
process, which must be carefully executed according to specifications.
Details refer to The Requirements about the Graduate Thesis Writing.

6. Thesis Defense
The thesis defense will be usually held at the end of the second
academic year after the graduate‟s enrollment. Thesis should process
according to The Details Principles about the Graduate Thesis Defense.
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Discipline code:

Discipline name: Public Administration

I. Research Field
1. Assessment of Social and Environmental Effect
2. Analysis of Public Opinions
3. Management of Social Crisis
4. Investment and Strategy
II. Courses
Categories
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Analysis of public policies
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development
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investigation
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